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Report:  
Inspector:  

Phone: 
Email: 
Date:

Client:

Phone: 

Email:

Address:

Findings

Sewer Usage:  Connection: Pipe Size(s):

Pipe Direction: 

Pipe Material(s):

Crawlspace:Access Point(s):

Depth of Pipes:

The purpose of inspecting the main sewer lateral is to identify any pre-existing conditions in order to minimize the risk of  future

unexpected costly repairs.  Examples of such conditions include (but not limited to) cracks, buildup, sagging pipes, root intrusion, 

foreign objects and  other potential obstructions.  The sewer lateral is a pipe that connects all of the drains from the property to the 
city sewer main which is generally located in the middle of the street.  The goal is to reach the city sewer main but at times this may 
not be possible due to limited access and other conditions.  Repairs to and/or maintenance of the entire length of the sewer lateral 
is often the responsibility of the owner.

click here for video 1 

    Camera Directions:      

Cast IronABS  Clay SDR CIPP              Other: 
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RemarksObservational Codes Yes No

1. Buildup

2. Roots

3. Sag

4. Offset

5. Broken

6. Out of Round

7. Foreign Objects

8. Can't Reach Main

9. Change of Pipe

10. Other
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John Public

(999) 999-9999
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residential city 4", 3" 3'-7'

downstreamfront clean outs

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Light buildup in ABs.

In clay pipe.

Water holding in clay.

Unable to reach city sewer main due to limited access and multiple turns in direction.

ABS to clay.

✔

No

https://www.google.com/search?hl=en&source=hp&ei=ufjZXJiMBOGb0gK0kamYCg&q=7525+Mission+Gorge+Road%2C+San+Diego%2C+CA&oq=7525+Mission+Gorge&gs_l=psy-ab.1.2.35i39l2j38.2547.7430..10679...0.0..0.111.1777.15j4......0....1..gws-wiz.....0..0i131j0j0i67j0i20i263j0i22i30.pcit_YaafYw
https://www2.cslb.ca.gov/OnlineServices/CheckLicenseII/LicenseDetail.aspx?LicNum=982358
www.csrplumbinginc.com
www.csrplumbinginc.com
https://www.sandiego.gov/public-utilities/customer-service/your-home-plumbing/sewer
https://www.sandiego.gov/public-utilities/customer-service/your-home-plumbing/sewer
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CSRCSR

John Public
9999 Sample Lane 

San Diego, CA 92115

1.  3" ABS clean out access at the side of 

the house.
2.  ABS clean out in front of the house. 3.  Double sweep clean outs in the 

driveway.

4.  Red cone marks farthest location 

camera head was able to reach.

5.  Unable to into th city sewer main. 6.  Light roots around clay pipe.

7.  ABS to clay transition. 8.  Light buildup in ABS with water 

holding.

www.csrplumbinginc.com


Recommendations

Clean out installation:  Install  

Notes:

Hydro-jetting:  Hydro-jet 

Notes:

Sewer/drain repair:  Replace up to  

Notes:

CIPP (cured in place pipe):  Install and rehabilitate up to  
  feet upstream  

     feet downstream 
Notes:

*1 - Includes excavation of up to five feet deep, backfill, and compaction with native soil.  Run water to test for leaks and proper function. 

  Return excavated area as close to original condition as possible.  All work performed will be in accordance of Uniform Plumbing Code.  

  Will clean up, recycle old materials,  haul away trash and debris.

*2 - Does not include any finish work, e.g. finish wall repairs, landscaping, stucco, concrete, etc... 

*3 - Existing sewer line may not be conducive for liner install if the structural integrity of the sewer line is compromised.  True condition of

  sewer line will be revealed once hydro-jetting has been performed.  Additional footage of liner if required will be charged at $100 per 

  foot.

Other:  
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SUMMARYCSRCSR

John Public
9999 Sample Lane 

San Diego, CA 92115

✔

N/A

N/A

N/A

$750.00

N/A

 with schedule 40 ABS with clean out covers.  *1*2

 feet of drain line with schedule 40 ABS.  *1*2

    feet of drain line.  *1*2*3

main sewer line and rescope.  Includes post jetting video.

Scoped main sewer line through 3" ABS clean out at the side of the house.   

Sewer lateral runs towards front street. 

Unable to reach city sewer main due to limited access and multiple turns in direction.  Condition of up to 5 feet 

of sewer line is unknown. 

Sewer lateral consists of ABS and clay pipes.   

Discovered light buildup and light roots. 

Currently pipes appear to be open and in operable condition.   

However, if buildup and roots continue to increase, stoppages will occur.   

Recommend jetting sewer line and rescope.

www.csrplumbinginc.com
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=cured+in+place+pipe
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=hydro+jetting
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=sewer+clean+out+installation


Guide To Sewer Pipes

Cast Iron - First used for sewer application in the U.S. in the early 1900s and is still used today in residential and commercial 

structures.  Has an average lifespan of 60-80 years.  Can withstand heavy loads.   Very effective for deadening sounds of flowing 

water.   Is a ferrous metal (contains iron) which makes the pipe prone to rust and buildup from the inside.  Is expensive and weighs 

more than other pipe.  No matter how good or bad the pipe looks, any home with original cast iron pre-1970 will need to be replaced 

or rehabilitated due to age.  

Vitrified Clay - First used for sewer application in the late 1800s and is no longer the preferred choice since the invention of plastic 

sewer pipes.   Has an average lifespan of 50 -70 years.  Generally comes in four foot sections.  Is extremely durable, does not distort 

under load, excellent resistance to abrasion, corrosion and is unaffected by pipe cleaning operations.  More brittle and can crack over 

time, generally fails at the fittings due to a break in the rubber seal which will cause root infiltration.  Its pourous composition also 

attracts roots.

ABS and PVC (plastic pipes) -  First used for sewer application in the late 1960s/early 1970s and is the preferred choice for residential

home construction.  Has an average lifespan of 60-90 years.  Is a less expensive material that is easily produced and installed.  

The smooth surface allows for excellent transport of waste and possesses better resistance to root intrusion.  Not as strong as other 

materials and can bend or collapse if installed improperly.

Orangeburg - First used for sewer application due to a shortage in cast iron materials that was needed for WWII and is no longer used 

today.  Has an average lifespan of 30-50 years.  Is inexpensive and easy to install.  Material is composed of wood pulp sealed with coal 

tar which makes it extremely lightweight and brittle.  Will absorb moisture and deforms under pressure.  Was last installed in the 1970s

which means these homes will be experiencing issue soon.  Recommend replacement immediately to avoid unexpected costly repairs. 

 

an eco-friendly pipe thathas a strong structural foundation.  Its impressive structural strength gives the system protections and 
saves the system from various plumbing issues.  Its special features include high resistance to temperature change, corrosion, 
pressure and dead weight.  Generally fails at the connection joints and can allow roots to grow in due to its porous nature. 

Reinforced Concrete Pipe (RCP) - First used for sewer application in the early 1900s.  Has an average lifespan of 60-100 years.  This is 

 

Maintenance Advice

Disclaimer

This inspection report includes a video with narration and pictures that expresses the opinions of the inspector based on experience and 

training at the time of the inspection only.  There are no guarantees or warranties (expressed or implied) with this report.  Locations, depth, 

distances, etc...are given as approximations.  Plumbing contractors hired for any repairs will need to perform their own inspection before 

commencing work.  This report only covers the main sewer lateral.  Secondary lines such as tubs, lavatories (sinks), laundry, toilets,  
kitchen lines and branches to bathrooms are not included in this inspection unless specifically requested by the client at an added cost.

Roots and cooking grease are the leading causes of lateral spills on private properties.  Maintaining the sewer lateral by  keeping it 
clean and open can save a great deal of money in plumbing and cleaning bills.

Never pour cooking grease down the drain. Freeze it in a suitable non-recyclable container and dispose of it in the trash.

Recycle large amounts of residential cooking oil or grease by disposing of it at the local landfill.

If any cooking oil or grease gets in the drain, immediately flush the drain with cold water.

Never flush non-soluble objects down the toilet. This includes food, tampons, sanitary napkins, cleaning rags, diaper wipes, etc.

If there is an issue with roots infiltrating the main sewer lateral, call a plumber to open the line and provide permanent options for 
repairs. 
Have property cleanouts installed (if not already present) to flush the lateral by using a high pressure hose (jetting) at least once a 

year.

Be sure to use a licensed plumber when having the sewer lateral televised or repaired.
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CSRCSRStorm Drain Rainwater (SDR) - First used for sewer application in the 1990s mostley by local water municipalities.  Has an average
lifespan of 60-90 years.  This is a plastic pipe that although it comes in different colors, generally the pipe is green with white fittings.  
Pipe can be joined by gaskets or solvent.  Is thinner than ABS and has more flexibility.  Over time, the pipe can fail due to warping, 
sagging, or joints coming apart if installed improperly.

John Public
9999 Sample Lane 

San Diego, CA 92115

www.csrplumbinginc.com
https://www.sandiego.gov/public-utilities/customer-service/your-home-plumbing/sewer
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